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A year full of
awards
Volkswagen Passenger Cars left a very successful year
behind by increasing its sales by 32.2% in 2013 in terms of
its marketing strategy, which was defined in line with its vision
of becoming “world’s most innovative automobile brand.”
Ipsos, an independent research company, chose Volkswagen
Passenger Cars as “Lovemark” brand of 2013.

“Selected the most popular and sympathetic automobile
brand of 2013 by the independent research company Ipsos,
Volkswagen Passenger Cars increased its sales as projected
and ended the year by placing 2nd in the market.”
Vedat Uygun
General Manager
Volkswagen Passenger Cars
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Volkswagen Passenger Cars
Having increased its passenger car sales by 19.5%
Volkswagen Passenger Cars brand performed
remarkably, above the market average, which
shrank by 32.2% compared to last year. Thanks
to our successful marketing strategies pursued in
2013, Volkswagen Passenger Car increased its
market share to 13.3%, ending the year by ranking
2nd in the market.
Volkswagen Passenger Cars repeated its sales
success in communication as well, receiving the
Crystal Apple and ODD (Automotiv Distributors
Association) award for its Jetta commercial, and
the WCOTY, COTY, and Golden Steering Wheel
awards for its Golf model.

Performances of our models
Polo increased its segment share to 15.2%, while
our Golf model increased its sales by 28.7%,
reaching a segment share of 15.3%. Similarly, our
Jetta model continued its success in its segment,
attaining a market share of 11% in 2013. Our
Beetle model, became the segment leader with its
42.1% market share. Our Passat model was also
the leader of its segment by a big margin, reaching
31.9% market share.

Innovative solutions in digital communication
With over 2,800,000 followers on Facebook,
Volkswagen Passenger Cars has the second
most followed brand page in Turkey, and is the
most viewed Volkswagen website in the world.
In 2013, the website of the brand began making
individualized offers, receiving over 16 million
visitors a year. The “Online Live Support Center” is
a 24-hour accessible platform for customers. Active

on social media, Volkswagen Passenger Cars is the
leading brand of its sector on Facebook, Google+,
Twitter, and YouTube, engaging in one-to-one
communication with its followers using “Social CRM”
applications.

After-Sales Services
In 2013, Volkswagen Passenger Cars After-Sales
Services extended its service network further by
opening Authorized Services in Edremit-Balıkesir
and Adıyaman, reaching a total of 71 Authorized
Service points throughout Turkey. Three of the
Volkswagen Authorized Services in Turkey have
placed among the 100 best Authorized Services
in Europe at the fifth Service Quality Awards
Competition held this year. Our Authorized
Services receive close to 450,000 vehicles
every year, and serve an average of 38,000
customers every month. In 2013, spare parts and
labor turnover has increased by 25% and 21 %,
respectively.
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The year of launches
and awards
Audi attained sales of 14,987 vehicles in 2013, increasing its
vehicle park by 18.4% and its after-sales services turnover
by 14% on the year before, with a customer loyalty level of
77.5%, an exemplary figure across Europe.

“For Audi, 2013 was the year of launches. A3 Sportback
was launched in the first quarter and A3 Sedan in the last,
combining performance with efficiency.”
Giovanni Gino Bottaro
General Manager
Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini and Bugatti
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One step ahead through technology
Audi’s four intertwined rings represent Horch, Audi,
DKW, and Wanderer, the founding companies of
the brand. The core values of the brand, namely
“sporty”, “sophisticated”, and “progressive”, support
the brand’s motto of being “one step ahead through
technology”.

Record unit sales
Doğuş Otomotiv began importing Audi to Turkey in
1994, and in 2013, the brand achieved its highest
sales figure in its history with 14,987 units.

Audi’s model-based performance
The leader of their segments, A3 Sportback, A3
Sedan, and A3 Coupé’s total sales in 2013 was
5,978 units. A4, A4 Avant, and A4 allroad sales
totaled 3,867 units, while the total sales of the A5
family was 927, and the A6 family 1,651. Q3 closed
the year with 651 units sold, and Q5, the leader of
its segment, sold 667 units.

Customer satisfaction
In order to measure after-sales customer
satisfaction and determine the brand’s position visà-vis its competitors, Audi AG conducts IACS every
year, and in 2013, Audi Turkey has improved its
“Satisfaction with Last Service Visit” score by 0.2%
on the year before, taking the lead in the premium
segment.
In order to improve its service quality even further,
Audi implemented two important projects in 2013.
The first of these, “Audi Cam” involves the video
recording of complementary works that arise during
repairs and presenting them to the approval of the
customers on www.benimaudim.com. Secondly,
the Technical Service Center project, where Doğuş
Otomotiv technical support executives can go online
in their offices and give real-time technical support
to all Authorized Services became active in 2013.

Marketing and Launches

Authorized Service Satisfaction

Prestige and product advertisements given
throughout the year aimed at increasing Audi’s
brand recognition as well as supporting sales. A3
Sportback and A3 Sedan were launched in 2013.
Audi won three Fleet Excellence Awards in 2013 for
A1, A4 Avant, and Q5. In addition, the A3 Sportback
model won the Auto Bild Design Award for being
“Europe’s most beautiful compact car”.

Audi’s After-Sales Services satisfaction score, as
measured by the Authorized Service Satisfaction
Survey (DSS), which is carried out every year
by an independent company, increased from
4.6 to 4.9 on a scale of 5. This successful result
demonstrates that communication and cooperation
with stakeholders has reached maximum levels.

Another priority issue in 2013 was social media
communications. Social media channels such
as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Flickr, and
YouTube were successfully used for Audi’s brand
communications. Audi became the leading brand
of the automotive industry in terms of average
interaction figures on Facebook and Twitter.
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Record sales
in 2013
SEAT brand achieved to increase its sales by 90% with its
expanding dealer network and technologically progressive
model range.

“In 2013, with the launch of Leon and the opening of new
dealers, SEAT broke a new sales record with 11,065 units.”
Anıl Gürsoy
General Manager
SEAT, Porsche and DOD
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Sales performance
The passenger car market grew by 20% compared
to the previous year, while SEAT increased its sales
by 90%, growing at a record rate. As a result of
successful product and communication strategies
as well as new model launches and a strong dealer
network, SEAT increased its market share to 1.66%
by selling 11,065 units in 2013. This growth is set
to continue in 2014 with the Leon and Ibiza models
that contribute to the image and sales figures of the
brand.
The best-selling model of SEAT in 2013 was the
New Leon, launched in March 2013. The Leon
family has established 45% share of total sales
with 4.946 units. The Ibiza family consisting of
Ibiza Sport Coupé, Ibiza Hatchback and Sportourer
versions has been SEAT’s second bestselling
model with 4,175 units. Entering the A-Notchback
segment this year, Toledo model sold 1,485 units,
while Altea XL, the successful player of the A-MPV
segment, sold 411 units. Alhambra model has
continued to protect its lead position in Turkey with
48 units, in the B-MPV segment.

Marketing activities
New Leon and New Toledo have been successfully
launched in the first quarter of 2013 on traditional
and digital media. The communication for the New
Leon was carried out with the slogan, “The Passion
Has Been Redesigned”, contributing significantly
to the brand image and awareness. SEAT Turkey’s
Facebook page received 107,878 followers, and
the www.seat.com.tr website received 3,601,729
visitors, continuing their stable growth. In addition
to national and digital marketing activities, regional
activities were also emphasized.

Customer satisfaction and quality in aftersales
services
SEAT’s vehicle park grew by 17% in 2013. With
the service campaigns established throughout the
year, customer loyalty rate for Authorized Dealers
was actualized as 60%. Customer satisfaction
survey score regarding after-sales services
reached 98.9 as a result of the customer-focused
service approach. Repeat repair rate decreased to
4.17% and a significant increase was registered in
customer satisfaction in consequence of on-the-job
training given to Authorized Dealer personnel.

Expanding Dealer Network
Şahintaş Otomotiv opened in Gaziantep in March
2013, Doğuş Oto Çankaya in Ankara in August, and
Asil Otomotiv in Eskişehir in December, increased
number of SEAT’s Authorized Dealers to 25 and
Authorized Service points to 39. The strong faith
SEAT’s dealer network has in the brand, constituted
SEAT’s biggest strength in 2013.

Target for 2014
SEAT plans to expand the Leon family with the
launch of Sportourer and Cupra versions in 2014.
“Sustainability” is the brand’s target for 2014.
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Škoda builds its future with
sustainable growth and
qualitative improvement projects
Škoda’s distributor in Turkey since 1989, Yüce Auto
continues to provide sales, repair/maintenance, and spare
parts services for Superb, Octavia, Rapid, Yeti, Roomster,
Fabia, and Citigo models through 34 Authorized Dealers and
40 Authorized Services throughout Turkey.

“2013 was a year of transformation, to be remembered by the
qualitative and quantitative growth performance based on quality
improvement processes. Our model launch was instigated with
Rapid and Citigo, which we used to create a significant synergy
with our Octavia and Superb models, and achieved growth above
market average with 12,833 units sold. This drive for improvement
will continue in 2014, forming the basis for lasting success.”
Tolga Senyücel
General Manager, Škoda Yüce Auto
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2013
In 2013, Škoda grew above the market average and
increased its sales by 27% on the previous year,
from 10,118 units to 12,833.
On the whole, 2013 was a year in which Škoda’s
sales across Western and Central European
markets was flat, with total sales of 920,800 units.

Performance of our models
Škoda Turkey sold 12,833 units of passenger cars
in 2013. Launched in April, Octavia sold 4,308 units,
which constituted 33.6% of total sales, becoming
the best-selling model of the brand’s product range.
Following Octavia was Superb with 3,075 units sold,
constituting 23.9% of all sales. Rapid sold 2,126
units, with a share of 16.6%.
Škoda Turkey’s success was not limited to its
sales performance. The number of its followers on
Facebook continued its rapid growth and reached
213,821, while its website www.skoda.com.tr grew
steadily and was visited 4,056,476 times in 2013.

Novelties in 2013 and 2014
Manufactured specially for Turkey, Superb
occupies a privileged position in its segment with
its choice of 1.6 TDI engine and DSG automatic
transmission, and had a successful year with its
sales performance and 6.1% market share in the
D1 segment.
Streamlined in February 2014, the Yeti model is
expected to make a strong entrance to its segment
with its lines adapted to Škoda’s new design
philosophy, and its choice of 1.6 TDI diesel engine
and its 7-speed DSG automatic transmission.
In March, the Rapid Spaceback model will be
launched, taking the Škoda brand into a new
segment. This model will represent Skoda in the
compact HB segment, and will attract the attention
of young people and young families with the ample
interior space it provides and its dynamic design.
In addition to these novelties in main models,
other variations will also be offered in 2014 that
will differentiate the existing models of this product
group on the market. vRS, Octavia’s highest
version with 220 Hp, commands an unsurpassed
position in its segment. The 1.6 TDI 4x4 Octivia
Combi alternative and the sporty Style package that
emphasizes the design of the Rapid model aim to
add a different and sporty brand perception to the
product range.

Market share target in 2014
Škoda is growing globally and moves forward
along its vision, targeting to offer a new model or a
streamlined appearance to its customers every six
months until the end of 2015. The brand will begin
2014 energetically with the models to be launched.
Besides the strength the Škoda brand derives from
new product launches and its growing product
range, the new corporate identity process instigated
by our manufacturer will also have a positive effect
on sales. Qualitative efforts to increase customer
satisfaction and bolster brand perception will also
lead to a growth in Škoda’s market share in Turkey
in 2014. Having reached all its targets with the trust
and appreciation of its customers, Škoda Turkey
will continue to grow in 2014. The manufacturing
company follows the quantitative and qualitative
growth performance in the Turkish market closely
and with satisfaction, and increases its support to
Škoda Turkey with every passing year in terms of
developing new models that meet the needs and
tastes of the market.
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Creative service
beyond expectations
Doğuş Otomotiv broadest brand range and service network
in the Turkish automotive industry, and Bentley and
Lamborghini, its top luxury brands, offer “creative service
beyond expectations” in line with the company’s vision.

“Bentley further consolidated its place in the upper luxury
segment market in 2013, reaching its highest sales figure
of 21 units since 2006 when it first entered the Turkish
market.”
Giovanni Gino Bottaro
General Manager
Audi, Bentley, Lamborghini and Bugatti
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The most prestigious and luxurious models of
automobile history
Bentley Motors was founded in 1919 by Walter
Owen Bentley, a railroad engineer. Today, the
Brand carries on its operations under the umbrella
of Volkswagen AG. The British Bentley brand
has gained recognition since early 1910s for
manufacturing the most prestigious and luxurious
models of the entire automobile history.
Automobili Lamborghini was founded in 1963 by
Ferruccio Lamborghini. Production operations of
the brand have been carried out in Bologna, Italy
since its foundation. Following the purchase of all
Lamborghini shares by Audi AG in 1998, the brand
shifted towards a rapid uptrend with its new models
equipped with powerful and high-end technologies.

Keeping up brand communication
Marketing investments for Bentley and Lamborghini
continued in 2013. The highlights of these efforts
are as follows:
• 190 special guests attended the Bentley New
Flying Spur launch at GQ Bar İstanbul on March
29, 2013.
• On November 12 and 13, 2013, the annual
Bentley Authorized Dealers Meeting was held in
Turkey for the first time. Guests were invited to
Bentley Showroom İstanbul.
• Customers were invited to Lamborghini
Academy driving events organized by Automobili
Lamborghini throughout the year.

2013: Highest unit sales in Bentley history
In 2013, Bentley reached its highest unit sales
figures since 2006, when it first entered the Turkish
market. A total of 21 Bentley units have been sold
and delivered throughout the year, with 8 units of
Continental GT V8, 6 units of Flying Spur W12, 4
units of Continental GTC V8, 1 unit of Continental
GT Speed, 1 unit of Continental GTC, and 1 unit of
Mulsanne.
In 2013, a total of 4 Lamborghini units have been
sold and delivered, with 2 units of Gallardo LP 560-4
and 2 units of Aventador LP 700-4.
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New investments,
higher targets
Porsche Turkey has increased its sales by 4% in 2013 as a
result of its stronger Authorized Dealer network and Service
organization, growing choice of models, increasing customer
satisfaction, and its marketing activities. This growth is set
to continue in 2014 with the sales of over 500 units after the
introduction of the Macan model on the market in March.

“Porsche achieved a new sales record with a total of 517
units in 2013 with increased sales and growth in after sales
services and the marketing activities.”
Anıl Gürsoy
General Manager
SEAT, Porsche and DOD
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Our investments
Our Authorized Dealer Doğuş Oto Çankaya was
the first in the Central and Eastern Europe region to
introduce the new Porsche Showroom concept on
April 12, 2013 with its showroom covering 935 square
meters and a service area of 750 square meters. On
November 18, Doğuş Oto Maslak, the largest Porsche
Center in the Central and Eastern Europe region, was
opened. An investment of TRY 10 million was made
for the facility that has a sales area of 1,400 square
meters and a service area of 750 square meters.

The performance of our models
Porsche’s best-selling model in 2013 was Cayenne,
with a sales of 342 units, followed by Panamera with
91 units. 44 of the units sold in 2013 were the new
911 models ranking first in the Premium SW segment
in Turkey. Launched for the first time in 2013, Cayman sold 30 units, while Boxster sold 10.

Our marketing activities
Advertising activities were on the forefront throughout
2013, and ads were placed in magazines for a different model each month. Porsche began 2013 with
its “winter driving events for the press” – for these
events, 911 Carrera models were used in Switzerland
on January 7 and 8, and all current Porsche models
in Finland between February 9 and 11. 23 Porsche
customers attended the winter drive event for customers in Finland between March 4 and 7.
A series of Porsche vehicle exhibition events was
organized this year in collaboration with Vosmer,
Porsche’s Authorized Dealer. The first of these
events was held in Izmir on January 18 at the 500th
issue celebrations of Diva magazine, the second in
Çeşme on July 5 at the 10th year anniversary of Diva
magazine, and the final one again in Izmir on November 30 at Swiss Hotel Izmir for the end of the year
ball of the Saint-Joseph Association.
Press launches were carried out in 2013 for the
renewed Cayman model and the Macan model, the
new addition to the Porsche family. The press launch
for the new Cayman was held in Portugal between
February 19 and 21, while the world premiere of Macan, the newest model, was held at the Los Angeles
Motorshow between November 19 and 21. As part of
the new Cayman launch, a vehicle exhibition event
was held during the opening of the Armani store in
Suadiye, İstanbul on May 7.
Two local fairs were organized in 2013 with the
collaboration of Mersin-Kavi and Bursa Doğuş Oto
Authorized Dealers – the first took place in Adana
between May 13 and 19, and the second in Bursa between November 4 and 10. Specially manufactured
for the 50th anniversary of Porsche’s legendary 911
model, the 911 Carrera –the only one in Turkey-was

exhibited for the first time at the Bursa Otoshow, to
the great interest of the press and the visitors.
On June 1 and 2, all Porsche models were tested
by 51 Adana and Mersin customers at the Mersin
roadshow event organized in collaboration with Kavi,
Porsche’s Authorized Dealer.
The events for 2013 ended with the launch of the
new 911 Turbo S at Armani Ristorante, Istinye Park
on December 5, attended by 180 people.

Record number of work orders in after-sales services
Through the service campaigns carried out for the car
park of Porsche brand that expanded 14% by the end
of 2013, the commitment of our customers to authorized services has increased to 81%. Moreover, our
customer satisfaction survey score has increased to
109 through our customer-oriented approach in aftersales services. The QR-Code project was carried out
in 2013, and there was an increase of 25% in work
orders on the previous year.

Brand achievements
• Porsche Turkey has continued to grow steadily, increasing its sales by 4% on the previous year, and
broke a new record by selling 517 vehicles in 2013.
• Porsche Turkey ranked the 3rd among the 28
countries in the Central and Eastern Europe region.
• Porsche’s Cayman model won the Golden Steering Wheel award in the “Coupé/ Cabriolet – Turkey” category at the Golden Steering Wheel
Competition organized by Auto Show.
• Doğuş Oto’s Çankaya dealership won a global
award in the “Most Emotional Porsche Centre –
Exterior Area” category.
• With an error level of 0.55%, Porsche Turkey
ranked 3rd in the Central and Eastern Europe
region in 2013 at the warranty inspections carried
out by Porsche AG.
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Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles keeps its steady
growth in 2013
In 2013, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has managed to
maintain its steady growth and increased its brand market
share despite a shrinkage in the Turkish light commercial
vehicles market. Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has
become market leader in the imported commercial vehicle
sales while maintaining its third place in the overall market.

“In 2013, we managed to increase our market share despite all
difficulties in the market as a result of our efforts focusing on the
customer satisfaction and the service quality. We are targeting
to further improve our service quality through customer-oriented
sales, after-sales and marketing vision in 2014.”
Kerem Güven
General Manager
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles
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2013

Brand communication

Turkish light commercial vehicles market shrank
by 14.8% in 2013 compared to the previous year,
and the number of the vehicles sold in the market
dropped to 188,723. Volkswagen Commercial
Vehicles boosted its share in the light commercial
vehicles market to 12.6% while it also maintained
its leadership in the imported commercial vehicles
market with a share of 26.4%. In 2013, Volkswagen
became the best-selling brand in the combined
sales of passenger cars and commercial vehicles in
Turkey.

In line with its marketing strategy to focus on the target
audience, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles continued
its effective communication activities based on an
in-depth analysis of the profile of and the media used
by its customers. A variety of projects was realized
throughout 2013 in order to promote the Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles brand, inform the customers and
introduce the products to the customers.

In 2013, the market share of the Caddy model rose
to 12.3%, outdoing the previous year’s performance.
With a sale of 7,567 units of Transporter, Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles obtained a 44.7% share in the
medium-sized light commercial vehicles segment
and continued its leadership in its segment. Amarok
model was the second best-selling vehicle of its
segment with a sale of 2,751 and 19.6% market
share in 2013, while Crafter also increased its market
share to 6.9% compared to the previous year.

New product launches
Through constant review of the users’ demands
and in line with their requests and expectations,
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles continued
developing new models and versions in 2013.
Transporter Comfortline, the new member of the
most-preferred Transporter model family with a new
equipment option, was introduced to the market in
the first quarter of 2013. Through modifications in the
internal and external design as well as the addition of
premium comfort features, Transporter Comfortline
further reinforced the strong image and assertion of
the Transporter model in its segment.
In 2013, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles
also included in its product range the Caravelle
BlueMotion Technology model, the new version of
segment-leader Caravelle equipped in particular with
environmental-friendly and efficient driving dynamics.
Adorned with the BlueMotion Technology, Caravelle
represents the smart and highly efficient combination
of driving comfort and environmental compliance.
The most characteristic feature of the BlueMotion
Technology is the perfect harmony of the engine,
transmission, aerodynamics and tires.
New Cross Caddy, the latest member of the Caddy
family which proved a tremendous sales success
globally for Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles, was
also introduced in the Turkish market in 2013. A
sturdy appearance created by sharp external lines
and its exclusive accessories highlight the sportive
character of the New Cross Caddy.

Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles is also a pioneer
in customer-oriented innovative and inspiring
applications it offers in other social media platforms
in addition to its Facebook page with more than
650,000 members, and its online services aimed at
increasing the customer satisfaction.
As part of the Customer Relations Management
activities, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has
introduced “Premium” line of services designed for
the long-time users of its Transporter and Caravelle
models. Offering many innovations to ease the life
of its customers, “Premium” makes it possible for the
customers to carry out all their transactions at a single
point reached through an exclusive services hotline.

Onsite activities for CRM and Authorized Dealers
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has continued
its approach to be one step ahead of the customer
expectations in 2013. As a result of project of
potential customers and external visits launched
early 2011, the number of potential customer entries
reached 356,378 by the end of 2013. A total of
72,000 customers have been visited actively and on
one-to-one basis during 2013.

After-Sales Services
In 2013, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles AfterSales Services continued expanding its service
network by opening new Authorized Services in
Balıkesir-Edremit and Adiyaman and increased
the number of its Authorized Service stations to 71
across Turkey. With about 200,000 vehicle entries
annually, our Authorized Services serve an average
of 17,000 customers per month.

2014…
In 2014, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles will
carry on its activities for the purpose of protecting
its share in the light commercial vehicles market
and its strong brand image in all customer-oriented
areas such as the product, authorized dealers onsite
activities, and after-sales services. A broad range of
products, assurance provided by Doğuş Automotive
and Volkswagen brands, authorized Dealers
network spread across Turkey, and strong customer
communication will be the major tools of Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles to attain its 2014 targets.
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2013 - a year full of
innovations
Scania sold a total of 1,672 units of heavy commercial
vehicles -16 tons and over- in 2013. With its innovative
product range that offers high technology to road transport,
Scania has left another successful year behind.

“Scania increased customer satisfaction with the product
launches and educational projects in various fields in 2013,
making successful progress in a solution-focused way.”
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
Scania, Krone, Meiller, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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Sales performance in 2013
1,672 units of Scania heavy commercial vehicles
have been sold in Turkey as of the end of December
2013. 1,455 of these were tractors, and 217 were
on-road and off-road trucks. Scania’s vehicle park
reached approximately 20,000 units in 2013, and it
continues to be the brand of choice both in the onroad and off-road segments, creating a difference
with its broad product range.

Sustainable quality in after-sales services
In 2013, via Scania Assistance call center operating
24/7, our operators speaking in our customers’
native languages have responded to our customers
both in Turkey and Europe, and with 26 emergency
support vehicles, emergency aids have been
provided to the locations they specified. Scania
customers in Turkey are served through 257
technicians and a total of 334 personnel as well
as 290 service workshop areas at 20 Authorized
Services. A total of 61,787 work orders have been
registered at Scania Authorized Services in 2013.
Throughtout the country, our Authorized Services
have the “Scania Dealership Operating Standards”
certificate.

“The new Scania Streamline. Magnificent again!”
Scania started the aerodynamically designed
heavy vehicle trend with “Streamline” in 1991, and
carried the “Streamline” legend to the present with
the launch in September. Scania’s communication
activities were guided by the motto, “The new
Scania Streamline. Magnificent again!”, bringing to
its customers the new high-powered vehicles which
overcome all difficult driving conditions.

Scania Sales Olympic Games – First Worldwide
Organized for the first time throughout the world
under the distributorship of Doğuş Otomotiv Scania
and with the participation of Scania Authorized
Dealership Sales Representatives and Sales
Managers, this competition was held in May
2013 to support the Scania Training process,
develop the knowledge and skills of employees,
and increase the motivation of sales personnel.
38 representatives from 16 Scania Authorized
Dealerships participated in the competition.

Scania Academy: an international first in SwedishDoğuş Otomotiv collaboration
“Scania Professional” training program took place
in China, with its second module completed in

February and third in October. Aiming at the
qualitative development of Scania Authorized
Dealers worldwide, this program was carried out in
China, one of Scania’s growing markets, under the
joint administration of Doğuş Otomotiv and Scania
Academy Sweden, and delivered for the first time by
a Turkish lecturer.

Marketing activities and launches

First and foremost among the marketing activities
of 2013 were the 13 liters engine range and the
New Scania Streamline launches. Throughout the
year, Scania placed memorable, visually striking
company image and sales advertisements in sector
and national press, attaining a successful sales
performance as a result. Among other marketing
activities of the brand were communication activities
supporting Authorized Dealers and Services,
and delivery ceremonies that offer an opportunity
to communicate with customers directly. Press
visits for sector and national press, factory visits
abroad for Authorized Dealers and Services, and
VIP customers, and numerous training programs
were also among important activities carried out by
Scania in 2013.
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Rising up through
growth
One of the leading semi-trailer brands of Europe, Krone sold
752 units of Doğuş Otomotiv Krone and 700 units of Krone
Doğuş Treyler in 2013, making up a total of 1,452 units and
marking an 8% increase in its market share on the previous
year, which rose up to 19%. This performance has brought
Krone to significant sales volumes in the imported frigorific
market.

“Krone continues to be the brand of choice for road transport
companies, and aims to form even closer ties with its
customers and increase its market leadership further through
its plant in İzmir Tire, officially opened in 2013.”
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
Scania, Krone, Meiller, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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About Krone
Established in Germany in 1906 and operating in
Turkey with Doğuş Otomotiv since 2003, Krone
continues to offer its customers the most suitable
and innovative transport solutions, always taking
market conditions into consideration.

2013 Performance
Krone has 18 Authorized Dealers and 20 Authorized
Services throughout Turkey, aiming to be close
to its customers through it widespread dealer
network in the market. With its 24/7 customer
support line, it responds to the demands and
needs of its customers without time limitation,
and aims for maximum customer satisfaction.
Fully understanding the requests and needs of its
customers and offering them customized transport
solutions, Krone has increased its vehicle park to
over 6,000 units in 2013.
Krone After-Sales Services has undergone
a restructuring in 2013 to meet increased
expectations due to its growing vehicle park and
the expansion in Krone Doğuş Treyler factory
operations in İzmir Tire. This restructuring, which
includes all the improvements in the Authorized
Service organization and spare parts operations,
is expected to result in increasing customer
satisfaction and service quality in the long run.

Made in Tire, the new Krone trailers hit the road

Krone at Comvex İstanbul Fair

Krone, which entered Turkish market in 2003 with
the distributorship of Doğuş Otomotiv and signed
a production agreement in 2008, rapidly became
an important brand in the market with its superior
technology, high quality, and user-friendly practical
solutions. Following these developments, an
investment of €35,000,000 was made for the Krone
Doğuş Treyler factory, established in İzmir Tire,
as a partnership between Doğuş Otomotiv with
a 49% share and Krone with a 51% share, and it
currently constitutes the most up-to-date plant of the
brand. Beginning production in 2012, the plant was
officially opened in 2013.

Krone presented its models to its customers at the
Comvex İstanbul Fair held at Tüyap Fair Convention
and Congress Center in November. The brand
attracted great attention with Profi Liner 55, Mega
Liner Huckepack, and Box Liner, and executives
and sales representatives answered customers’
questions.

The factory manufactures Mega Liner and Profi
Liner, the most popular models among transporters,
and models from the new product range are being
planned to be added. The Tire factory has been
equipped with the most advanced technology in
order to provide customer satisfaction with the
standard Krone quality and to manufacture firstclass vehicles.

Krone on top once again
Krone received the VerkehrsRundshau “Image Prize
2013” at a competition, winning 803 points out of
a possible 1,000 in the trailer category, as voted
by transport companies with a fleet of 11 or more
vehicles.

Great roadshow in 10 cities
Krone’s roadshow in June involved 10 cities in
Turkey, giving the brand the opportunity to present
its whole product range and communicate with its
customers personally.
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The leading tipper brand
on fast track towards its
targets
Meiller sold 386 tippers in the shrinking market in 2013, and
delivered its 2,000th tipper in Turkey to its customer.

“Operating in Turkey since 2007 under the distributorship of
Doğuş Otomotiv, Meiller is consolidating its strong position in
the tipper sector, which is the result of its advanced technology
and product quality, with its improving sales record.”
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
Scania, Krone, Meiller, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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About Meiller
F.X. Meiller Fahrzeug GmbH & Co. KG is a large
family corporation established in 1850 in Munich.
Meiller, currently cooperating with heavy commercial
vehicle manufacturers to develop tipper products
that offer perfect compatibility with these vehicles,
offers the latest techniques and engineering
knowledge to its customers, creates fast solutions
for the differing needs of the sector, and strengthens
its leader position within the sector with the service
difference it creates. Meiller offers sales and after
sales services in Turkish market since 2007 under
the distributorship of Doğuş Otomotiv, and started
manufacturing in Turkey market in a short time.
With the Meiller Doğuş Damper factory in Sakarya,
it makes production for domestic market and abroad
since in 2008.

Meiller in 2013
With a sales of 386 units in 2013, Meiller has been
able to maintain the sales level of the previous
year despite the shrinking market and the volatility
of exchange rates. The trailer and truck market
shrank by 8% in 2013, resulting in a parallel
contraction in the tipper market. Despite increasing
competitiveness in an already competitive market,
Meiller continued to be the brand of choice that
knows the needs of its customers, focuses on
solutions, gives priority to product quality, and has a
sincere approach.

After-Sales Services
Meiller has undergone a restructuring to meet
the expectations in After-Sales Services, which
resulted from its growing vehicle park and the
expansion in Meiller Doğuş Damper factory
operations in Sakarya. This restructuring, which
includes improvements in all the Authorized
Service organization and spare parts operations, is
expected to lead to increased customer satisfaction
and service quality in the long run.
Meiller continues to meet the needs of its customers
with new technologies and new investments and
introduces long-lasting, economical and durable
products with low maintenance requirements to the
market. Meiller provides safe product alternatives
not only to the construction sector, but also to the
waste management sector with its roll-off tippers
and skip handlers.

Delivery of the 2,000th Meiller
In 2013, Meiller delivered its 2,000th tipper in
Turkey, and aims to continue increasing its sales
without compromising its service quality. The local
production at the Meiller Doğuş Damper factory in
Sakarya allows Meiller to meet all the demands and
expectations of its customers while also being able
to manufacture all the models in its product range
with project-based special orders.

“The best tipper”
At the traditional “Best Commercial Vehicles
and Brands” competition organized by German
magazines specialized in commercial vehicles
sector, Meiller won the “Best Tipper of the Year
2013” award for the 9th year in a row, proving its
strength once more and demonstrating its superior
quality.

Marketing activities
Meiller is a brand noted not only for its highquality products on the tipper market but also
for its marketing activities that make personal
communication with its customers possible, and the
press coverage it receives.
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Scania Engines:
Power proven by quality
In 2013, Scania Engines increased its market share and sales
while maintaining its sustainable quality and trustworthiness.
The total sales of Doğuş Otomotiv in land, industrial, and
marine engines increased by 60% in 2013, reaching 133
units.

“In 2013, Scania Engines increased its market share in
alternative sales channels especially in the land generators
market, becoming one of the best-selling brands in the Turkish
market.”
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
Scania, Krone, Meiller, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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Sales performance in 2013
Scania Engines increased its total sales in
Turkey by 60%, selling 133 units of engines. In
addition to marine engines, significant progress
was made in the land generators market, which
the brand had entered to increase sales volume,
and as a result of the sales to leading generator
manufacturers, sales in this market grew by
77% in 2013.

Authorized Dealer and Service trainings
continue
Sales and after-sales training programs for
Scania Engines Authorized Dealer and Service
personnel continued in 2013.

Marketing activities and launches
In 2013, Scania Engines launched its new 9-lt
engines and carried out market research to
feel the pulse of the sector, as a result of which
project sales were made to potential customers
active in the land generators market.

Rich product range
Under Scania Engines, Doğuş Otomotiv offers
its customers land generator engines, marine
engines, marine generator engines, and
industrial engines.

Targets for 2014
As a dependable solution partner, Scania
Engines continues its activities with the aim
of broadening its product range, maintaining
its sustainable quality in this sector, and
increasing its market share. The order for 300
land generators to be delivered in 2014 will help
to develop its business partnership with the
leading generator manufacturers of the sector,
which began in 2013.
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Record sales figures
in 2013
The world’s leading cooling system brand Thermo King,
available in Turkey since 2008 under Doğuş Otomotiv’s
distributorship, broke its sales record in 2013 with 802 units,
proved its reliability and maintained its leadership in the
market.

“Having completed its corporate and organizational structuring
in Turkey, Thermo King was awarded by OEM as “Platinum
Sales & Service Provider” in 2013 as a result of its record sales
and sustainable quality throughout Turkey.”
İlhami Eksin
General Manager
Scania, Krone, Meiller, Thermo King and Scania Engines
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Sales performance in 2013
Having sold 507 units in Turkey in 2012, Thermo
King improved upon this success in 2013 by
increasing its total sales to 802 units, marking an
increase of 58%. The Authorized Sales and Service
network played a key role in this great success,
which also includes fleet sales figures.
In 2013, a fleet of 356 units, to be used for special
food transport for the military, was sold to Turkey’s
largest logistical solutions firm. In addition, 24 cooler
units were sold for the transport of vaccines and
medicine as a result of the collaboration with the
Ministry of Health.
Through its active spare parts campaigns, Thermo
King steadily increases its market share in the
dedicated use of original spare parts, which
help products to last longer and work with high
performance.
Thermo King’s Tracking solution sets it apart from
its competitors and places it one step ahead,
providing real-time data tracking and management
in over 80 countries using wireless connections and
GPS technology.
In addition, 144 units were sold to leading bus
manufacturers in Turkey in 2013 as a result of the
collaboration with OEM.

Authorized Dealer and Service trainings continued
In 2013, Authorized Dealer and Service teams
of Thermo King received sales, after-sales and
customer satisfaction trainings in 2013.

Marketing activities and launches
Awared by OEM as “Platin Sales and Service
Provider” for the best improving distributor in 2009,
the distributor selling the highest number of trailer
units in 2010, and for its successful performance
in sales and services in 2011 and 2012, Thermo
King Turkey continued with its customer satisfaction
measurements (CSI) throughout 2013 in line with
the customer-focused approach of Doğuş Group.
Thermo King organized its dealers meeting together
with OEM at its manufacturing plant abroad in order
to evaluate the performances of its Authorized
Dealers and Services and to share its strategy and
vision for 2014. In 2013, the new engine-driven Ce
series was launched.

Targets for 2014
With its corporate structure, its regularly increasing
sales since it entered the sector, and its constant
support of customers with sales and after-sales
services, Thermo King Turkey aims to surpass its
sales performance of 802 units in 2013. Today,
Thermo King is the trustworthy solution partner
of the cooling systems sector with its sustainable
service quality. Thermo King will maintain its lead
position in 2014, meeting the demands of the sector
and prioritizing customer satisfaction in sales and
after-sales services.
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New investments for
improved service quality
Doğuş Oto has complemented its successful business results
in 2013 with new investments for providing widespread
service under improved conditions for its customers. In April,
the streamlined Çankaya Region Showroom and Service
opened, and the Etiler Porsche Showroom opened at Maslak
Otomotion in November with its new concept.

“The happiness of our customers is an unalterable principle
for Doğuş Oto. The company is progressing swiftly towards
becoming the most preferred retail company and offering
excellent service to its customers.”
Zafer Başar
General Manager
Doğuş Oto Pazarlama ve Ticaret A.Ş.
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About Doğuş Oto
Active in the automotive sector since 1963, Genoto
has been continuing its operations as Doğuş Oto
since 2004. Doğuş Oto represents seven brands
(VW Passenger Cars, VW Commercial Cars, Audi,
Porsche, SEAT, Skoda, and DOD), for which it sells
new and second-hand vehicles, spare parts, and
accessories at a total of 31 Authorized Dealers and
30 Service points in İstanbul, Ankara, and Bursa; it
also offers its customers insurance, financing, and
after-sales support services. Doğuş Oto continues
its progress by improving its service quality every
year.

Record sales volume
Operating on a total area of 200,000 square meters
with 1,358 employees, Doğuş Oto sold 7,462 units
of Audi, 27,107 units of VW Passenger car, 5,987
units of VW Commercial vehicle, 2,355 units of
SEAT, and 398 units of Porsche in 2013, totaling
43,309 new vehicles and marking a new record. In
2013, Doğuş Oto’s market share in the passenger
and light commercial vehicle market was 5.08%,
and its share in the retail sales of Doğuş Otomotiv
was 31.3%. In 2013, the total number of customers
served rose to 205,741, resulting in an after-sales
services revenue growth by 9.9% on the previous
year.

Our accomplishments
Doğuş Oto has always striven for excellence in
customer satisfaction, becoming one of the 100
best Volkswagen Authorized Services in Europe
in customer satisfaction and service quality, and
ranking first in the Audi Twincup competition in
Turkey. Doğuş Oto received Porsche’s Sentimental
Outdoors award and placed third in the best
Volkswagen Authorized Dealer Advisor.

Lean Management
Doğuş Oto embraces the values of honesty,
respectability, ethical behavior, and compliance
with the law as its principles of social culture for
a sustainable future, and continues its operations
based on transparent and fair business practices.
Its leadership in the sector is demonstrated not only
by its financial success, but also by its approach to
sustainability.
Doğuş Oto aims to gather all services its
customers may need under a single roof and to

approach excellence in these services with each
passing day; Lean Management practices that
have been put into effect in 2007 for this purpose
are continuously improved ever since. In 2013,
five new managers have received their certificates
as part of the Lean Manager Training Program,
bringing the total number of Lean Managers in the
company to 37.
In addition, five main improvement projects
have been rolled out in all regions in order to
improve efficiency, service quality, and customer
satisfaction, as indicated by company strategy. In
order to achieve sustainable quality, all after-sales
service processes have been re-evaluated in light
of our continuous improvement philosophy, and the
project was initiated in the main improvement areas
determined by the value flow chart method.
The D-Plan strategy deployment process was
brought to life so that company strategy is correctly
carried out in all regions and units, and is adopted
by all employees. Efforts have been continued
in 2013 to re-evaluate each step of business
processes scientifically and to eliminate all points of
waste and unnecessary delay; these efforts will be
redoubled in 2014.

Marketing activities
The dynamic and mutual relation with our customers
as well as our effort to offer perfect service and
efficient work nourishes our enthusiasm for fulfilling
our responsibilities in the best way possible. All
marketing activities throughout 2013 aimed at
increasing brand awareness and supporting service
entries and sales, as well as increasing customer
loyalty and satisfaction through customer-focused
communication.
Besides brand positioning, determining marketing
strategies, and carrying out activities under
customer relations management, an NPS study
has also been conducted in 2013 to analyze in
depth how much Doğuş Oto is recommended
by its customers and the reasons behind these
recommendations or lack thereof. This study has
aided us in determining the areas for improvement
and reinforcement within the company and in
measuring customer loyalty.
Doğuş Oto believes that all its endeavors are
based on understanding people. The company
will continue its activities in 2014 to get better
acquainted with its customers.
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D-AUTO SUISSE SA

Quality-focused
sustainable growth in
sales and after-sales
Despite economic fluctuations in Europe, D-Auto Suisse
succeeded in selling 183 units of new vehicles in 2013.

“Despite economic fluctuations in Europe and the Swiss franc
remaining strong against the euro, D-Auto Suisse succeeded
in selling 183 units of new vehicles in 2013.”
Marcel Hauselmann
General Manager
D-Auto Suisse SA
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About D-Auto Suisse
A subsidiary of Doğuş Otomotiv, D-Auto Suisse
SA is located in Lausanne, Switzerland, where
its service area of 5,000 square meters and its
35 employees offer Turkish hospitality and the
company’s experience to its customers since
September 2009.

Sales and After-Sales Services performance
in 2013
In 2013, D-Auto Swiss sold 183 units of new
vehicles, of which 84 were SUVs, another 85 were
sports vehicles, and 14 were Panameras; this
resulted in a 10% market share. In addition, 35
sales contracts for new vehicles have been signed
in 2013.
D-Auto Suisse successfully sold a Porsche 918
Spyder model, whose production will be limited
throughout the world to 918 units by Porsche AG.
Our quality standard, as measured by Porsche
has risen 8 points on the previous year in 2013,
thus reaching 91 points. Our After-Sales Services
investment was also completed in 2013, increasing
our service capacity by 25% and the number of
vehicles serviced per day to 22 units.
The Porsche-certified, experienced D-Auto Suisse
team offers fast, efficient, and quality-focused
service to their customers with a rich stock of spare
parts and change instruments.

Marketing activities
D-Auto Suisse completed the extension of its Sales
and After-Sales Services organization in 2013,
and established warm contact with over 2,000
customers at 24 events.
• Porsche Golf Tournament, now a tradition, took
place in May and June, with 60 participants.
• 911 Turbo was launched in August with the motto
“Very VIP”, and orders were placed for in 5 units
of 911 Turbo.
• Our company took part in the Electrical Vehicles
Fair in September with the Panamera Hybrid
model, and our booth received 200 visitors.
• A sponsorship agreement covering 2014 was
signed with the Swiss artist Bastien Baker,
who was elected “Man of the Year” by Bilan
magazine.

• The traditional “Marche de Noel” showroom
event attracted over 300 visitors.
• Begun in 2012, our cooperation with Radio
Rouge FM continued in 2013.
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Effective Authorized Dealer
organization, high quality service
While renovated DOD showrooms and the renewed dod.com.tr
website offers our customers greater comfort with new solution
partners in the supply chain have improved our stocks, have
increased sales through the use of cross-sales channels. It is
decided to establish the Sales Support Line to respond customer
demand with all type of communication channels and accelerated
to meet the demand or purchase and sale.

“As DOD, in 2013 we improved our institutionalization
approach in used car purchase and sale in cooperation with
our extensive Authorized Dealer organization as a result of the
priority of the superior quality.”
Anıl Gürsoy
General Manager
SEAT, Porsche and DOD
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Increased investments in Authorized Dealer
organization
DOD, with new Authorized Dealers in 2013,
provides service to the customers in 29 cities at
62 points. While renovated showrooms offered a
more comfortable environment for employees as
well as customers, some of the Authorized Dealers
providing Prime DOD services in their exclusive
Prime offices to improve service quality. Authorized
Dealers stock were supported by brand, resulting
in sales of over 20,000 vehicles, and efforts were
made for increased stock penetration. The plan for
2014 is to continue investments in the Authorized
Dealer organization and to improve showrooms.

New supply sources
Besides individual customers, the growing
professional fleet leasing companies and their
extensive vehicle parks have become an important
element of the used car market in Turkey. In 2013,
new rings were added to this supply chain and the
number of fleet vehicles penetration increased by
9% compared to 2012, with 1,550 ready-for-sale
fleet vehicles being supplied to Authorized Dealers.
Our target in 2014 is to increase supply sources
through new fleet partners and to increase business
volume with existing ones.

The streamlined dod.com.tr
During 2013, DOD continued investment and
improvements on digital by changing the design of
web site www.dod.com.tr. The re-designed website
now has a simpler, more modern, user friendly
interface, creating a highly improved experience for
its visitors.

Cross-sales channels continue to grow
Besides DOD Consignment and Prime DOD sales
channels, DOD Warranty and DOD Insurance
products continued to respond the needs of the
customers in 2013, too. By Consignment Sale
system, which has showed significant success since
the first year it has been launched, 11,700 vehicles
were sold in 2013. By Prime DOD, which created a
difference in used car luxury segment, 725 vehicles
were sold in 2013. In DOD Warranty product
which provided an important advantage in used
cars, showing a %39 increase compared to the
previous year, 1,500 vehicles sold were reached. It
is planned to grow further by improvements of DOD
cross-sales channels in 2014.

444 7 DOD, sales support line is active
DOD enabled a new means of answering the sale
and purchase demands of its customers in 2013
by establishing its “444 7 DOD / 444 7 363” Sales
Support Line which is the first example in the used
car sector. The increase in sales after the call
center was put into service showed once again
the importance of meeting the needs of customers
through different communication channels. In 2014,
it is intended to continue investments in other fields
to respond to the customers needs.
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Exceeding our targets with
our customer-focused
approach!
Turkey’s leading automotive financing company, vdf has
attained record figures in 2013 in loans and insurance with
its innovative products and services developed to address
customer satisfaction and expectations.

“We have maintained our lead position in the sector in 2013
with our products and services focusing on customer loyalty
and satisfaction.”
Tijen Akdoğan Ünver
General Manager
vdf
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vdf Otomotiv Finansmanı (vdf Automotive Finance)
(Volkswagen Doğuş Tüketici Finansmanı A.Ş.)
In 2013, vdf succeeded in attaining its targets
thanks to its products and services focusing on
customer satisfaction.
With a penetration rate of 35% among Volkswagen
Group brands, vdf has continued to be the market
leader among consumer finance companies and
banks in 2013 on the basis of “performing contracts”
in consumer vehicle loans.
vdf has a total of 112,000 performing contracts in
2013, with 60,200 new loans. This is a new record,
surpassing the 100,000-unit target it had set for
itself at its foundation. In addition, vdf has also
increased its performing contracts volume by 32%
on the previous year, from TRY 2.4 billion to TRY
3.2 billion.
In 2013, vdf Automotive Finance aimed to increase
customer satisfaction and loyalty through sales,
marketing, and customer loyalty campaigns it
carried out jointly with the brands. The results of the
customer survey conducted in 2013 indicates that
customer satisfaction levels have increased on the
previous year.
In 2014, vdf aims to expand its packages involving
loans, insurance, and services designed especially
for the needs of its customers, and to serve them in
every step of the automotive value chain.

vdf Sigorta ve Aracılık Hizmetleri A.Ş. (vdf
Insurance and Brokerage Services, Inc.)
vdf Insurance Services has succeeded in offering
maximum customer satisfaction in 2013 thanks to
its broad experience and product range specially
developed to meet the needs of its customers. vdf
Insurance Services functions as the agency of 11
insurance companies, serving individual and group
customers in a variety of areas such as automobile
insurance, traffic insurance, extended warranty, and
loan protection insurance.
vdf Insurance works with the Authorized Dealers
of VW group brand, and has increased its number
of branches with dealers by 14, reaching a total of
34. vdf Insurance will continue its strategy of growth
through new branches in 2014, and aims to reach a
total of 50 branches by the end of 2015.

In 2013, vdf Insurance Services Turkey received
the “Best Insurance Performance” award in
all categories at the International Insurance
Conference organized annually by Volkswagen
Financial Services AG.
vdf Insurance Services began brand-specific
products with Volkswagen Kasko and continued
with SEAT, Skoda, DOD, and Audi Kasko, creating
a difference in its sector by offering guarantees
specific to brands.
vdf Insurance continued to be the biggest agency in
2013 in terms of total premium creation and number
of performing contracts, increasing its net premium
creation by 69% on the previous year, from TRY
104 million to TRY 176 million. vdf Insurance
increased the number of its contracts by 49% in
2013, reaching a total of 202,000.

vdf Faktoring Hizmetleri A.Ş. (vdf Factoring
Services, Inc.)
Active since May 2010, vdf Factoring Services offers
factoring and financing services to 117 Authorized
Dealers nationwide. In 2013, vdf Factoring reached
a transaction volume of TRY 5.6 billion and a
total asset value of TRY 90 million. Committed to
the principle of continuous and stable growth, vdf
Factoring aims to increase its business volume
further in 2014.
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Our hearts beat for
traffic safety
Growing in all its service areas in 2013, TÜVTÜRK emphasizes
training investments such as the TÜVTÜRK Academy in order
to increase service quality. In the axis of environmental, social
and governance criteria, TÜVTÜRK reinforces the perception
of corporate citizenship.

“As TÜVTÜRK, we are proud to have inspected nearly
50 million vehicles by the end of our 6th year and to have
contributed to enabling 10 million unsafe cars to return safely
to traffic once again. As we have done so far, we will continue
our efforts to increase traffic safety with confidence .”
Kemal Ören
General Manager
TÜVTÜRK
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2013

TÜVTÜRK Academy opened

In 2013, TÜVTÜRK grew in all business areas,
with exhaust gas emission measurement services
leading the way; its revenue increased by 18.7%,
from TRY 850,000,000 to TRY 1,009,000,000.
Of this revenue, TRY 170 million was obtained
from the operations of TÜVTÜRK İstanbul. Our
service network has expanded with the addition of
Kahramanmaraş Pazarcık and Antalya Motorcycle
Inspection Stations in 2013, and the number of
fixed stations has risen to 200. In 2013, we have
continued to install new features, such as waiting
rooms, in the new stations for the comfort of our
customers.

TÜVTÜRK has opened the TÜVTÜRK Academy
in order to further increase its service quality and
to train its personnel in areas such as inspection
quality, service standards, customer satisfaction,
effective customer experience, and flawless
operation. The TÜVTÜRK Academy offers
training not only for company personnel but also
for stakeholders of the sector, with the aim of
becoming a trustworthy reference and training
center. The TÜVTÜRK Academy will offer 700 days
of training to 1,700 people annually.

Significant contribution to traffic safety
6,926,000 vehicles were given periodic inspection
in 2013. Of these, 32.4% were found to be heavily
defected or unsafe. In re-inspections, 98.2% of
the 2,189,000 vehicles were found to have fixed
their deficiencies and defects, and were allowed to
re-enter traffic safely after successfully passing the
inspection.

Rapid increase continues in exhaust gas emission
measurements
In 2013, 2,441,000 vehicles underwent exhaust
gas emission measurements. This marked a 21%
increase on the previous year in terms of units, and
the ratio of this service to periodical inspections
rose from 32% to 35%.

Roadworthiness inspection
31,000 vehicles were inspected for roadworthiness
at 27 stations in 2013.

Inspection stations for motorcycles
Inspection stations especially designed for
motorcycles were opened at easily accessed
spots in city centers because cyclists were seen
to have trouble reaching stations located far away
from centers. The motorcycle inspection stations
opened in Maslak, İstanbul and Kızıltoprak, İstanbul
in 2012 and this year in Antalya have resulted in
considerable customer satisfaction.

Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) policies
in development
Globally recognized as one of the most important
criteria of sustainable growth, ESG criteria have
recently been adopted by TÜVTÜRK as a result
of the support of our Board of Directors. These
criteria cover environmental issues such as energy
saving and waste management, governance issues
such as ethic code supervision, human resources
development and performance management, and
social issues such as customer satisfaction and
stakeholder relations, and will provide an important
starting point to further develop TÜVTÜRK’s current
efforts of similar scope.
This will make it possible to measure and monitor
the value TÜVTÜRK gives to nature and people,
allowing the company to carry its efforts in this area
to a different dimension.
As part of its ESG agenda, TÜVTÜRK continued
to pursue a very important project concerning
corporate citizenship in 2013 called the Traffic
Responsibility Action; the “Bosom Buddies Action”
aims to reach 15 thousand students at 89 schools,
and the “Youth in Traffic Action” targeting high
school students aims to reach approximately 10
thousand students at high school level.
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Innovative service in
operational leasing
Established in 2003 and operating under the partnership
of LeasePlan (51%) and Doğuş Group (49%) since 2007,
LeasePlan Turkey has been creating services that add value
to its customers in the operational leasing sector for the last
decade, making it the leader of its sector.

“2013 was an unforgettable year for our brand, filled with
national and international success. 2013 marks our 10th year
in Turkey, and we are proud to see that we have kept and
continuously developed our brand promise -“it’s easier to
leaseplan”- to our customers as the leading brand that carries
the sector forward.”
F. Türkay Oktay
General Manager, LeasePlan
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About LeasePlan
As the world’s leading company in operational
leasing, LeasePlan manages a giant vehicle fleet
of 1.4 million on 5 continents and in 32 countries
with more than 6,000 employees. Renowned for
its leading services throughout the world and for
being the market leader in many countries in which
it operates, LeasePlan leads operational fleet
management in Turkey by analyzing customer
expectations and requirements accurately, and
produces the most appropriate solutions. LeasePlan
Turkey has been the first in the sector to launch the
website www.tiklakirala.com, on which SMEs can
perform their operational leasing transactions; the
website has encountered an intense demand in a
short time.

Consistent growth
As of the end of 2013, LeasePlan Turkey grew
its fleet by 11% and increased its total vehicle
portfolio to 10,466 units. The company serves 1,440
different customers. Using a multiple-brand vehicle
portfolio strategy in the field of operational leasing,
LeasePlan has a portfolio that includes vehicles by
Volkswagen, Renault, Ford, Fiat and Audi, each
having an important share in the fleet market.

Sustainable customer satisfaction
LeasePlan Turkey developed solutions based
on high-quality service and continuous customer
satisfaction, thereby receiving a score of 80 (which
is above the sector average) on a survey conducted
by an independent research company. The number
of customers recommending the service they have
received rose to 75%. In another independent
survey conducted with drivers, LeasePlan
succeeded in maintaining the level of satisfaction
it had achieved in 2012, which had marked a
significant increase on the previous year.

Fleet manager awards of the year
With LeasePlan and Ekonomist magazine as its
main sponsors, Fleet Manager Awards 2012 were
presented to companies and fleet managers that
are aware of total ownership costs, successfully
manage their fleet, and create a difference with their
efforts for sustainability and the social responsibility
projects they develop. Coca-Cola Soft Drinks
received the LeasePlan-Ekonomist Fleet Manager
of the Year Award; Kalpakçıoğlu Gıda received
the SME Fleet Manager Award; TNT received the

Peugeot Green Fleet Award; and Abbott received
the Michelin Safe Fleet Award.

Targets
In 2014, LeasePlan Turkey aims to maintain its
healthy growth above the market growth rate with its
new products, services, and pioneering applications
for its customers. In addition, LeasePlan Turkey
also aims to increase its market share and brand
recognition, and to carry further the success it has
attained in customer satisfaction. Accordingly,
LeasePlan Turkey plans to launch a new service
in the second quarter of 2014 that will help drivers
acquire safe driving habits and thus reduce
damages. LeasePlan Turkey will also continue to
improve www.tiklakirala.com, website for SMEs, and
integrate it with alternative channels in 2014.
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Spare Parts
and Logistics

A service that creates
value for the world’s most
prestigious brands
In 2013, Spare Parts and Logistics imported 141,587 vehicles
and dispatched 152, 589 vehicles to Authorized Dealers,
ending the year with a total revenue of TRY 497.5 million
generated by the sales of spare parts and accessories.

“Spare Parts and Logistics combines the latest and best
practices of synergism with state-of-the-art technology and
continuously creates value for Doğuş Otomotiv’s multi-brand
structure.”
Mustafa Karabayır
General Manager
Spare Parts and Logistics
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About Spare Parts and Logistics
Spare Parts and Logistics manages the import,
warehousing and distribution of vehicles and spare
parts to Authorized Dealers of the world’s most
prestigious brands such as Volkswagen, Audi,
SEAT, Porsche, Bentley, Lamborghini, Scania,
Krone, and Meiller, as well as Scania Industrial
and Marine Engines, Thermo King Transport
Temperature Control Systems, and their affiliated
products.

An advanced practice of synergy
Spare Parts and Logistics employs state-of-theart technology combined with the best modern
practices of synergism, creating an unmatched
service for the global brands represented by Doğuş
Otomotiv.

•

Prompt delivery of the right service for customers
Spare Parts and Logistics employs advanced
computer technologies and stock management
systems in order to execute its operations smoothly.
Effective pricing and price positioning policies, along
with the use of common parts up to 60%, creates
a prominent synergy in Spare Parts and Logistics
organization.
Spare Parts and Logistics has undertaken a new
leap regarding its facilities by doubling its installed
capacity in 2013 in order to improve the quality of its
service and to ensure sustainability of the business
volume for the next decade.
Spare Parts and Logistics has implemented a
new “shipment from the dock” project as part of
its pioneering vision in vehicle logistics, carrying
out vehicle distribution with four transportation
companies, which has resulted in significant
improvements in client delivery times.

•
•

delivery to the Authorized Dealers.
Ordering, import, stock management and
delivery to Authorized Dealers of the spare parts
and accessories of VW, Audi, SEAT, Porsche,
Bentley, Scania, Lamborghini, and Thermo King.
Monitoring the targets and realizations of
qualitative and quantitative part bonus criteria of
Authorized Dealers.
Import of the spare parts and accessories of
Krone and Meiller.

Improving our quality-focused business approach
• Adopting the role of a strategy-setter in spare
parts activities, creating a vision and sharing
it with brand representatives, contributing to
increase the market share of group brands,
• Implementing projects with the aim of continuous
improvement of spare parts management
systems,
• Shortening delivery periods and reducing costs
to support new vehicle sales, and to give
opportunity to decreasing stock costs;
• Seeking new opportunities in accessories
marketing to increase sales volume, are among
the prioritized goals of Spare Parts and Logistics.

Products and services offered
For the efficient supply of products and services
to Authorized Dealers and Services and improved
overall customer satisfaction, Spare Parts and
Logistics offers the following services:
•
•

The import and homologation operation
management of vehicles of all group brands.
Warehousing in the bonded and stock areas of
imported vehicles supplied by VW, Audi, SEAT,
Porsche, Bentley, Lamborghini, Scania, Krone,
Meiller, and Škoda brands, as well as their
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The best insurance
services with the guarantee
of Doğuş Group
With an experience of nearly 30 years, Doğuş Sigorta offers
dependable services that make a difference for its clients.

An experienced agency
Doğuş Sigorta Aracılık Hizmetleri A.Ş., a subsidiary of Doğuş Holding,
is an intermediary company established on 26 March 1984. Doğuş
Sigorta continued its activities throughout 2013 in line with the aim of
always providing the best insurance services to Group companies,
their employees, as well as other customers.
• All the insurance procedures of the affiliated companies that are
active in a total of 8 sectors consisting of finance, automotive,
construction, media, tourism and services, real estate, energy, and
catering are pursued by Doğuş Sigorta.
• Within the framework of Doğuş Group Property Insurance
program, affiliate companies of Doğuş Group were offered
considerable advantages in terms of scope and price, and of
assessment and pricing of all the risks in policies issued in 2013.
• In parallel with the activities of Doğuş companies in various
sectors, the range of insurance services provided was increased
and risk assessment updates were made in all the activities
performed throughout the year.
• In 2013, Doğuş Sigorta grew by 30% on previous year in premium
production.

Continued growth in 2014
Doğuş Sigorta maintains its status as “authorized agency” of Eureko
Insurance, Anadolu Insurance, Ergo Insurance, Axa Insurance, and
Allianz Insurance.
Doğuş Sigorta will be carrying out insurance activities of Doğuş
Holding in 2014 with all its experience, expertise, and concept of high
quality service.
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